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NOTES BY THE WAY.
We incidentally referred to the very odd remarks of a
gentleman after one of Dr. Hodgson’s statements at the
Psychical Research Society, concerning Mrs. Piper. The
gentleman was Mr. St. George Lane-Fox, and a printed
•letter of his is now before us. The tone and tenour of it
may be inferred from the following glimpses :—

There are, I believe, a large number of individuals who
. . . have chosen to style themselves ‘ Spiritualists ’ and
have evolved among themselves a theory of 1 the other life ’
which every true believer must accept. This ‘ theory ’ seems
to be that our bodies are animated by an independent and
detachable concrete entity, a sort of lump of spirit, <fec.

I would go even further and say that, even apart from
any endeavour to explain a future life in another world, this
conception of a permanent spirit entity underlying our
individual existence is worse than useless : it is a pernicious
delusion, &c.
We are quite content to set forth these glimpses.
People who talk like this, and who cherish the state of
mind indicated by these utterances, can no more be true
psychical researchers than they can be eagles.
‘Modern Astrology’ for February is by no means a
cheery print. One of its Articles begins with this paragraph
According to the table in ‘ Kabalistic Astrology,’ 1898 is
governed by Mars, in the cycle of Mercury. A mixture of
Mars and Mercury is not a very peaceful combination, and
the signs of the times indicate a terrible year of warfare,
strife and fraud. The United States, governed by Mercury,
will feel the martial element surging through it, if this
particular cyclic system has any real value.
Apart altogether from Mars and Mercury, we arc sorry
to say that this would be not a bad guess.
A novel feature is a sort of astronomical vade meciun for
the month, chiefly turning on prosperous and unprosperous
days, with an indication of the astronomical reason in each
case. Here again, however, is an easy field for guessing.
Certain predictions which follow arc mostly in harmony
with the doleful general predictions for the year.
We find in this number the following restatement of an
old doctrine concerning the influence of the moon :—

It is a fact well known to most gardeners that the trees
which are planted, and the seeds which are sown, in the
decrease or wane of the moon never thrive, and it was long
ago observed by the ancient philosophers that her occult
influence extended even to matters of general business.
Let those, therefore, who would have any pursuit or
undertaking successful observe the course of the inoon, and
above all things begin nothing of consequence in the
decrease, for long experience has proved that there does not
exist half the chance of success to any pursuit during that
time, and that, on the contrary, affairs and speculations of
every kind which are begun in the moon’s increase, have a
far better prospect of success, allowing for natural obstacles,
than at the opposite period.

[a Newspaper.]

PRICE TWOPENCE.

It may be added as a singular corroborative fact, that
nearly all the unsuccessful publications which are con
tinually appearing, and as constantly failing, are ushered
forth to public notice whilst the moon is in her decrease, and
the successful periodicals on the contrary. The astrological
reason is, that the moon signifies not only the community at
large, but also those changes in popular opinion which’are,
apparently without motive, so constantly occurring.
We find it rather difficult to swear to the truth of that
statement concerning publications : but it might be worth
while to make notes of these things;—as to successful
and unsuccessful ventures, we mean.

Writing in ‘The New Unity,’ ‘E.P.P.,’ whose studies
are always attractive, has some deep but perfectly clear
thoughts concerning the monistic conception of the human
being; that is to say, the human being regarded as a whole
and a unity, all alike the product of evolutionary processes,
through heredity. Gifts indefinable have come down to us
as the hard earnings of ancestors. Breathing itself is the
result of ‘ long processes of conscious effort, which now has
become unconscious and instinctive.’ ‘An instinct in us
is simply that which was an exercise of choice and will in
some antecedent form of life.’
Habits are ‘results of
laborious efforts carried on through hundreds and thousands
of years.’
And now we are learning that body and mind (or, shall
we say, flesh and spirit?) are close partners in this
tremendous process of development; and, in the light of
it, as ‘ E.P.P.’ reminds us, Paul’s affirmation has a mighty
meaning; ‘ Know ye not that your bodies are the temples
of the Holy Ghost ? ’—-

The new psycho-physiology declares that the body is not
a prison house for a soul, but that it is a product of eternal
evolution, and sacred in all its correlated functions. The
modern teacher does not say to his pupil, you may abuse or
degrade your body, but by all means save your soul; but he
assures him that both body and soul, as a single entity, are
his heredity from God.
However strong the body may be, and, however healthy,
any course of thought that is corrupt will degenerate the
physical functioning; while, on the other hand, depraved
physical action ■will as certainly create intellectual decay
and moral incapacity. Take the habit of dishonesty, which
at first it may seem possible to strictly confine to the
intellectual and moral life, yet it will be found that truth
pervertion involves of necessity certain irregularities of
nerve action and brain control. The liar, although less
apparently, yet quite as truly, enters upon a process of
physical degeneration as the drunkard. We are led by this
to a new definition of sin as that course, of either life or
thought, which breaks up the activities of body or mind.
‘All’s right with the world,’ by C. B. Newcomb
(Boston: The Philosophical Publishing Company; London
Agents: Gay & Bird.
Price 7s. 6d.), is perhaps the
most readable of the many books that ‘Mental Science’
and ‘Christian Science’ have given us.
The writer
steadfastly turns his face from sermonising and lectur
ing, and goes in for the most vivacious kind of
intellectual and spiritual gossip, full of poetry and shrewd
ness, controlled by the brevity that is the ‘ soul of wit.’
Perhaps Mr. Newcomb may shrink from the word ‘gossip ’:
but gossip is good, and we only wish we had more time for
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What an advantage tho immortal* nrnat have in this!

—happy immortal*I If wo had npaco for tho more heading*
of Mr. Newcomb’s forty-five Chapters, our renders wonk!
■cowhat chances there were for glorious gossip. HoWevtr,
here are a few of these headings : —‘The horizon of natural
law,’ ‘Morbid tenacity,’ ‘Counterfeit bodies,’ 'Vicious
virtues,’ ‘Virtuous vices,’ 'Antidotes to worry, ‘Mental

microbes,’ 'Sympathy as a vice,’ ' thought vibrations,
1 Suicido; is it worth whilo ? * ‘ Poverty as a disease,
‘ Mental dyspepsia.’ These art* all very thought-provoking,
and we can only say that the short, crisp little chapters and

paragraphs are immensely illuminating.
If they are
occasionally somewhat paradoxical and upsetting, they aro
perhaps all the more worth considering. We should like

to give a specimen or two.

Here are the contents of tho

first page and the last:—
What is ‘Nature’slaw’1 Is it not simply the horizon
that limits our knowledge of to-day 1
To-morrow we will have climlied higher—we will have a .
more elevated view - -we will restate the law.
Yesterday wo discovered gravitation. To-day we aro
discovering magnetism. Yesterday the bit of metal fell to
the ground. To-day it rises to the magnet in obedience to.
an occult law of levitation which has apparently transcended
for the moment that of gravitation.
We must not be too arbitrary in our definitions. We need
not hurry to reach conclusions.
In the end we shall doubtless find that spirit governs
every element and is absolutely free of limitation.
This wrnui to be a good working hypothesis to-day, and
we find every encouragement in its application.
So let us not overvalue what we nave called ‘conserva
tism.’ or cling too tenaciously to the conclusions of past
thinkers.
The pith will open as we progress, like the trail through
the forest or the alpine pass, which discloses but a few rods
of its length from any single point of view.
Press on I If necessary, we will find even the pillar of
cloud and fire to mark our journey through the wilderness.
A higher intelligence than the mortal sees the road before
us. We do not have to strive for good, but only to go for
ward and possf-sa it. Good awaits us at every step.
Nothing but fear can blind us.
There are guides and wayside inns along the road. We
will find food, clothes and friends at every stage of the
journey, and, as old Hutherford so quaintly says :
‘ However matters go, the wort will be a tired traveller
and a joyful and sweet welcome home.’
In the Richmond ‘ Free Church Calendar,’ the following
beautiful verses appear, in memory of the Dowager
Countess Russell, a member of that brave little Church :—

At last thy radiant path, all sweet and pure,
Found fitting close in jierfect peace secure ;
No haste to go, no anxious wish to stay,
No childish terror of the untried way.

In the far North, where, over frosts and gloom,
The midnight skies with rosy brightness bloom,
There comes in all the year one day complete,
Wherein the sunset and the sunrise meet.
Ho, in the region of thy fearless faith,
No hour of darkness marked the approach of death ;
But ere the evening splendour was withdrawn,
Fair Hashed the light along the hills of dawn.
The following appears in a late nurnlier of the ‘ Light
of Truth *:—

Old Mr. Philip Wisser of No. 1721, South Second-street,
St. Louis, died the other evening at 7.25 o’clock.
At exactly the same hour the family clock, which was in
his room, stooped, the minute hand marking twenty-five
minutes past the hour.
Mr. Wisser was eighty-two years old and one of the best
known German-Americans of St. Louis. He h;ul been taken
suddenly ill while in the liathnsan. and his daughter, Mrs.
Ixiuisa Wetzel, and his granddaughter, had earned him to
his lied. Three minutes later he expired.
The old clock, which for twenty-five years had ticked off
the hours, like a g<xxl and faithful servant it was, he had
wound up on the morning of the same day. As the daughter
closed the dead man’s eyes she became aware of an unusual
stillness in the room. Looking up she found that the clock
had stopped.
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Utoriu the owning xlio nn<l MWixxor'x ni,,-,. u.
llai luu-a I'.hrhuixl, exiuniiuxl the workx enrefully. Tlifat.ri
were half coiled and nothinK Honmed to Iki the matter T|"lt'
replaced it on the aholf where it will remain, itx bund, nJ!?
mg at tne hour ami the minute tho old man died.
1
1 We will id way h keep that clock,' Maid Mni. Wetzel '«
shall make no attempt to net it going again.
‘ It wax father's oompanion ax much ax anything Inaninai
could bo. Ho alwayx wound it, and I do not niiiiiiiiilH.r
stopping before.
‘What do 1 think caused it to cease ticking? I do ll(,(
know. But this I do know that it stopped tne minute,
the second, that father died.’
There have been other instances of this kind, and, |(.n
years ago, ‘ My Grandfather’s (’lock,’ was a song that bad a
great vogue, and (‘verywhere could be hoard its refrain :

Ninety years without slumbering,
Tick, took, tick, took ;
The days over numbering,
Tick, took, tick, took ;
But it stopped short, never to go again,
When tin* old man died.

As far away back as wo can remember, stories of the
kind have come our way. Can any of our readers, from

their own ('.rperinHCfs, give us confirmations ?
DR. PEEBLES’

‘THREE JOURNEYS AROUND
THE WORLD.’*

It may seem a curious thing to say, but it is just the
truth, that, taking a preliminary glance through this hand
some and delightful book, we caught ourselves quietly
bubbling over at intervals with a happy little, laugh. Ilie
book is not exactly a humorous one, and, anyhow, on harking
back, we discovered it was not humour that had made our
dull London pot bubble over.
No; it was simply the
presence of sunshine, animation, the sense of freedom, the,
seeing faculty, pluck, energy, alertness and splendid capacity
for enjoyment, everywhere visible in the book.
A second and slower saunter through the book impresses
us with its variety, its masculine sense, its richness of infor
mation, its virile style, its eminent readableness. It is
absurd to want invented fiction when one can get such
romance of veritable facts. There seems something for
everybody here. It is true that portions of the volume
appeared many years ago, but, as Dr. Peebles says, ‘ 1 ruths
never perish, and Oriental nations change slowly.’ 1 he new
fact is that Ceylon and India are at last returning the
compliment, and sending missionaries to us.
‘ rhe
impudence of the heathen ! ’ say some. Not at all: we are
extremely glad to hear from them. Our British bread is
made from wheat grown in almost every part of the world.
So let us have free trade for the mind and soul.
Dr. Peebles, of course, naturally had his particular bias.
He is a rational Spiritualist, first and last. So here we get
glimpses of some remarkably enlightening sights, customs,
superstitions, abominations, and truths, making us thankful
enough, on the whole, for what our blend of Rationalism and
Spiritualism has done for us. Clearly, if the East has still
something to teach the West, the West has a good deal to
teach the East.
We shrink from the task of quotation. We should not
know where to begin and where to end. ft is such excellent
gossip that it is all eminently quotable. We will escape from
our dilemma, our embarrciH de richeweti, by simply commend
ing the book very strongly to our readers.
It ought to
become a favourite book for a presentation, with its excel
lent printing, its interesting pictures and its rich binding.
Two things we regret. The book has no index and no
London publisher. But, as to this last, we learn from un
announcement in our advertising columns that Mr. Morse
(Osnaburgh-street, London) has copies on sale.
Mr. Arthur Lovell has, we hear, removed from Hamp
stead to 5, Portman-street, Portman-square, W., where Im
continues to carry on his‘Are Vivendi System of curing
disease and promoting Bodily and Mental Vigour.’
Paris. * Light ’ may be obtained from Mons. Leymaric
12, Rue du Hommerard.

♦‘Three Journeys Around the World; or, Travels in the pacific
b lands. New Zealand, Australia, Ceylon, India, Egypt, and other Oriental
Countries.’ By J. M. Pmsblss, A.M., M.D , Ph,D Boston • ‘Banner of
Light ’ Publishing Company.
* " • ™
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TEACHINGS.

By Automatic Whiting

through thb

Hand of

W. Stainton Monks.
THIRD SERIES.
[Mr. F. W. II. Myers having kindly Bent me, by permission of
tin* executors of .Mr. Stain ton Moses, three volumes of
automatic writing given through his mediumship, I wish
to preface the third series of‘Teachings ’ by saying that
ns much of the matter which han now come into my
possession has already appeared in ‘ Spirit Teachings,
‘Spirit Identity,’ and in former numbers of * Light,’ the
messages I am now deciphering will necessarily, in
places, be disconnected in order to avoid needless repeti
tion. Furthermore, absolute continuity is impossible,as
the messages are written in so small a hand that even
with the aid of a magnifying glass I cannot decipher all
the passages, and the jieculiarity of some of the writing
adds to the difficulty.- M. Kpkkii.J

No.
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April 9th., 1874.—(Cmdiniicd.)
When we come to estimate the character of the religion
which hears the name of Mahomet, we must withdraw
much of the admiration which we bestowed on the early
revelation which he received.
The baleful influence of
Ishmael is shed over all, and even the pure truths are
obscured by the errors which surround them. The great
central idea of Islamism is Monotheism. In this respect it
was a protestation and reaction from the polytheism which
surrounded Mahomet. The early teachers, Adam, Noah,
and Moses were recognised in the true revelation of
Mahomet as prophets of God—the one true God. This
was truth, even as we have proclaimed it to you. When,
falling away from this, Mahomet depicted the Supreme as
an Infinite Despot, an Inflexible Autocrat, who created
some souls for heaven, and some equally for hell, he pro
mulgated a blasphemous fable. When he taught that God
was One he did well. When he taught further that He
was a mere Despot, cruel, cold, inflexible, pitiless, he bor
rowed somewhat of his own character with which to

habilitate his God.
Mahomet never recognised the true brotherhood of
humanity which we proclaim to you. Else would he not
have insisted on the duty of enforcing true belief by the
sword, nor would he have sanctioned the hideous bar
barities of slaughter which disgrace his name. All true
believers were for ever separated from the unbelievers, and
any cruelty from the former to the latter was held to be
justified. This belongs to the Ishmaelitic control, as does
the idea of Omnipotence divorced from Love which he
calls God. The true faith as to angelic and spirit guidance
belongs to the early period, and though it has been debased
it has suffered less than other truths. Mahomet could
never throw over that part of his creed.
But when this has been said all, alas ! that is good, has
been told. The cruelty that disgraces the Mahommedan
creed is traceable to its founder. The base notions which
have debased women into the slaves of men’s lust is due to
the same source. The condition of women in Turkey now
is but the natural outcome of Mahomet’s acts and belief.
They are more toys, puppets, slaves without souls even,
save when they have purchased immortality by subservience.
They arc hideously treated, and their wrongs cry to heaven
against their lords.
Of the same nature is the idea of
heaven which Mahomet framed. When he had to depict
tho joys reserved for tho blessed in the Paradise of God
this gross sensualist could devise no greater than the
ceaseless enjoyments of unbridled passion in the society of
forty Hourifj; so far hail his bodily passions crushed out his
soul’s aspirations.
A vast harem, pandering through
eternity to quenchless lust—this was Mahomet’s idea of
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the dwelling-place of his God. You will understand from
this how foul to spirit eye is the teaching of this arch
sensualist ; you will see how we mourn over his direful
fall. To you, and to all who are chosen, as all in some
sort are, for God’s work, he stands forth a bitter evidence
of pollution by yielding to bodily lust: of measureless fall
from a pinnacle of glory to a profound abyss of woe. Heed
it, oh ! heed it ! For be aMUred that no such foul plaguespot scars the sold as that which has eaten into it from this
source. None is so ineradicable, none so leaves a blighting,
blasting influence behind.
Flee it, as you would a plaguestricken man in time of pestilence. Flee it, if you would
not mourn with bitter tears over lost opportunities, a
defiled spirit, and a ruined life. Cultivate the spirit, not
the body. We may say this, for you will remember how
we have insisted on due and proper care for the body as the
shrine of spirit. But flee bodily lust and unbridled appetite
and indulgence of all kinds.
Cultivate self-denial, not
licentiousness j temperance, not indulgence; the spirit
rather than the body. You little know and little heed the
drag that you put upon your soul by weighing it down by
over-care for this world and for that part of yourself which
belongs solely to it. Do not mistake.
We have so fre
quently insisted on the necessity for due care of the body
and on the paramount duty of discharging duty in the
earth life, first of all, that we may say, equally strongly:—
Do not rest in earth alone or even principally. Do not let
earthly work claim all. Do not be troubled by earthly
aims and considerations solely. Do not neglect to culti
vate that part of you which is spiritual and eternal. Above
all, beware, beware, how spirit is quenched by bodily pas
sion, by entire devotion to earth and body, and the un
spiritual. You may not need to be warned against open
bodily, earthly, worldly instincts. You may not need to
realise that there is something required of you more than
any mere half-hearted acquiescence in spirit truths, even n
hearty and cordial co-operation and a wise and conciliatory
propagation of them. Yon may not rest in this world,
you may not cast in your lot with it, you may not make
an abiding place in it, or a permanent interest in its con
cerns. We have other plans for you; and if you do not
imitate in some degree the dread sin of Mahomet we shall
be able to operate. Ours to act, yours to heed. Ours to
influence, yours to receive, subject to your reasonable
judgment. Wo do not interfere ////•«, but we do interfere
when we sec danger of earth and the earth body obscuring
the mission which is of God, and the spirit body which is
undying.
May the All-Wise God, Who sends us to you, W horn
we equally with you adore and obey, enable us so to guide
you that you may be preserved from grievous error. May
lie inspire truth through us to you, and may lie graciously
accept the homage and duty which we bring. Ponder our
words, and pray for help. They arc truly inspired and

fraught with all important truth. Their consequences are
vast, their issues extend to the end of time.
+1. S. D.

+ Rector.
LONDON SPIRITUALIST ALLIANCE.
A meeting of the Members, Associates, and friends of the
London Spiritualist Alliance will be held in the French
Drawing Room, St. James’s Hall (entrance from Piccadilly),
at 7 p.m. for 7.30 p.m., on Friday, February 18th, when an
address will be delivered bv Mr. J. F. Collingwood, on
‘ Limits Proper to the Inquiry Known as Modern Spiritual
ism.’ The subject is one of considerable interest, and should

attract a large attendance.

London (Oxford-street).—‘Light’ is kept on sale by
Nichols <fc Go., 23, Oxford-street, W. (near Tottenham Court
road.)
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LETTERS FROM JULIA.

Those letters which appeared for the meat part in several
numbers of ’ Borderland,' are now before u« in a dainty little
ivok, to which reference has already been made in ‘ Licht,
I accept them a» real letters from Julia the spirits express
ing her thoughts as accurately as they could be expressed,
in aut^natio writings. Coming from tho spirit land, and
looking at things from that point of vantage. they are in
tensely interesting.
Tlm subject - matter contained in
them pivvukw thought and criticism : ami had our hand
Iwvn used. instead of that of the medium whom Julia
^'lechxl our interruptions would probably have been quite
as frequent. though mg taking the same form, as Mr. Stead's.
Tin' summary of these communications is the insistauee
on At* as paramount in all thought and action; to obtain
which it is absolutely ueeessary for every individual to have
a private place ; and to have a portion of time set apart tor
retirement thereto. The insistanceon leisure, if only for five
minutes each day. or periodically but at regular intervals
strikre us as the most valuable of all the suggestions Julia
makes. Not that it is original far from it ; but it is put in
a striking manner, as it contends earnestly for the saving of
the Soul, which in three days ot money grubbing and
materiality, is absolutely fest. I am sure that many friends
w ho mav not sv live book " ill he pleased to see some extracts.
But all should rem! the book itself It is published at l's. by
Grant Richards, Henrietta street.
Mr. Stead on recriving the message I have mentioned

naturally remarks to Julia:
'This is what all religions al wav’s say. and will the mere
saying <vf it again do any’ gvaai t *
Julia rejoins >‘ What all religions sav is true. But what I say is a little
diflrivnt Nut to what all religions have said but to what
materialised! religimis sav now. . . . For what 1 say is
that the Soul has I h vine powers but if you will but find
tour Soul. and develop its ihvine potency, there is opened
Before you a new Heaven and a new Earth. in which
Abamre is not, nor Heath. and where the whole I niverse of
Love is yours. ...
%
,
Tlte donrwav into the Infinite is the Soul. and the Soul is
lust, When v\>u have no time to think, no time to pmv, you
have no time to live. Therefore you must before all else
make time.’
And again r—
‘ The whole of the evils that afflict society arise from the
hek of seeing things from the standpoint of the Soul.
. •
You must find tini' to live. At present you have lost your
Smls. even partly bv the strain ot trying to find them. I
mean that much 'of 'the soealled religious life and works,
while good in thrir wav. constitute no smalli addition to tbe
pnMwrupalfenrf time which renders Soul-late imp^uUe. it
is potriNe to tree your Soul in church as well as the ex
change. If vou haw not leisure to be alone 'vdh yourjxmj
-it dore not so much matter whether the rush and whirl and
pre-occupatta is ecclesiastical or financial—the Soul is
and thrre is nothing to do but to find it again.
Ami bravely and truly Julia contends for this leisure, tor
the ckwot, with the door shut, thus leading to the inner
spiritual cenunutnon which is the true life of the Soul. Huit
in ‘secret silence ot the mind would she cultivate -ft . love
for all for God is love : and inasmuch as we love are we pm
takers of the Divine nature.
But Julia want* more than this She has several message^,
which an' bent on the establishmentof a ' Bureau of O«i*
manientionf between the living and the dead : —
‘Sitin' ■ 'rt of oflfce with one or more trustworthy
mediums. If only it were to enable the sorrowing one* on
the earth to knew that their *»-eaUed dead live ucarrr than
they did befiwvx it would help to dry many a tear and s<*>ihe

many a saum»w.
Rut. dear J ulia. arc not fears ami >■ >m>\vs the ground in
which finest characters are formed t An? not the p»et<
swvecesi songs those which are touched by fiery fingere! I
aan aware that these remarks may be eoiwcraed so as to shut
oat all further dissemimttion of SpirttuaUsin as the great
healer and .»n*4er to the bereaveii ones. Hut it is not so.
I rimidv i»»int t.» the cl«**a and the k‘t>urv (herein prcvunisiy
referred to. to eUita the key where Spirilualism can uulock
the »kx»rs of the S»ul. aid introduce it to holier etunmunion
th»n xxwddbe
fnuu Any ‘Bureau of t'evmnunivation
bttwven the living and the deed.

IFobrunry i2i 1S,N

Julia, of coimux is not- infallible. She has onlv bto
liX’W'ner in spirit life for five years, but she hoi-self •' *
difficulties in the working ot this bureau evils likel
iwsult from it, and even begs us note *

' That it will be quite as often people on our side who wa,
to enter into communication with people on your side f
evil ami not forgtxxl.’

And then she herself points out some of the people wh
would seek to <x>mmunieate for (heir own hurt: —

1. 'People whose independence and character and self,
ivliamv have been sjipptxl by the extent to which those wh„
have gone ovei’shadowed them. They will seek tube guided
still, and if they suectHal, it will do them harm. .
Ihxath hxwes (hem room to develop.'
2. 'The meixdy curious . . . mere busybodies .
not serious . . . would throng the bureau.' At.’
3. ' There are those, who are by no means so few in
numlx'r. who " ill wish to perix't.uate a sinful relationship
this is possible, and is done. There is a ix^ssibility
of the resumption of ivlations which you believed had lxvn
severed for ever by death . . . therefore, the bureau will
not bt' uiunixed g»»od.'
And yet Julia contends that : •

‘ What is necessarv is to recognise that the Boixlerland is
as important (at least) to cross as the Atlantic, but that it is
not any more safe. . . . It will practically a Wish the
cmnvption of death which now prevails in the world. You
have become inert' materialists. Me must break through the
wall of matter . . . and the bureau will make a wav for
the light from beyond to shine through. That is enough to
justify the facing of any risks.'

But it seems to us that this Borderland light is shining
through. It comes to us most genially in the holy hush of
the chambt'r, when the door is shut: when there is leisure
and ealm ; and the augvls enter the open door of the Soul.
It ctHues to us all, through Ixxvks and the experiences retiuoi
bv the old investigators' observations which have sifted
the wheat from the chaff'. To have an open bureau such as
Julia con tends for, even if it weiv possible—which I doubt
would be * source of untold mischief ; and tor mourners in
their early grief to be exposed to deception of any kina
would do more injury to Spiritualism than all the so-callol
exposures which have bid fair sometimes to blot out the
goml which
bureaus have now securely establishot.
Julia seems to foiget that we are in this world, wheiv love
is not the easy life to live that it is where the atmosphere of
the spirit-low-life suffuses every spirit. And it seeius to me
that our lessou here is to learn t<o exercise love in our
/uvseHt surroundings : and to gain too much help fivuu
Borderland would emasculate the Soul.
Further, spirit communications have not yet establishol
their authority or luxmracy sufficiently fur us to be led away
by them from the Master's teachings.
Here Julia would
agree ; for her description of spirit land in the j.uvsence of
tlie Master and His ineffable love is, as she says.
description. If so. it is beyond transmitting thrt'ugh any
Bureau of Communication between the living and the dea/i:
and we must continue to win our way by strife.
Spiritualism is not for all. I know I am not sup|x»rtol
in this view by many old Spiritualists ; bur 1 have not
studied the development of Spiritualism for forty years
without seeing that some natures here
and some
not,seek communion with the dtxul. M hen the spirits
St'ek im it-is another matter.
Julia, in one message, speaks of the possibility’ ot sitting
quietly and
a spirit to apivar. Rather savouring ot
necromancy this, ami showing how many pitfalls surn>und
the Mould be Spiritualist. Supposing it possible to sunuuo’i
a »piri< hefore you- whether in or out of the flesh —it would
clearly be often inconvenient and absolutely wrong. Me
should have a repetition of Saniuel'a complaint, and the utter
uiir»'a'onAblene>' of the whole thing would be manifest.
Julia is abmilutriy right when she contends for leisuiv to
cultivate /<»•> and for love as the substance of spiritual life.
She is ilh'gical when she forgets the ncessary training of
earth, and overlooks the nwssary difficulties of life which it
is our business ami tliscipline here to surmount.
Many Spiritualists, aa well as many men of the work!,
omit the seeking both of fewMrv for spiritual euhurv' and the
exervu*' of few as the beauty of holiness. Metliums.
of
all jKxiplc, are nwvst jealous in the exvivise «.»f their gifts ef
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the spirit: and to them the chums which Julia so well puts
forth for ItisutY to save the Soul would be most opportune.
Religious life and spiritual life must be conjoined if the
latter is so to progress as to make the spiritual bureau a
possibility. We are a long way off that yet. Julia must learn
to hasten slowly, for
‘God never is before His time,
And never is behind?
But I commend the little Ixxik most cordially to the careful
thought of every Spiritualist.
Morell Theobald.

‘WORK IN THE SPIRIT WORLD.’
By Henry Forbes.—New York.
Your readers who have seen the articles containing an
account of the ‘Work in the Spirit World,’ in which I have
been engaged, cannot fail to note the striking similarity
between the experiences so graphically and earnestly
described by Mr. Thomas Atwood in his recent address
before the London Spiritualist Alliance, and those that have
come to us. To me this similarity is very strong evidence of
the reality of the work: anti if the work is real, it surely is
not necessary to dwell upon what must be plainly apparent
U» every thoughtful person; namely, its tremendous signifi
cance and importance. If it really is true that persons in
the tlesh possess the means to disseminate the light, the love,
and the strength of the heavens among disembodied beings
whose spiritual growth was neglected while on earth, and
who, as a consequence, find themselves helplessly abiding in
\*arious degrees and kinds of wretchedness in a state of
existence for which they often are utterly unfitted, we have
only to consider the spiritual condition of multitudes passing
through death in order to recognise the extent of the oppor
tunities for good presented to those willing to devote them
selves earnestly and thoughfully to the work.
For several years we have been holding two sittings
weekly for this purpose only, and our experience during that
period has convinced me that it is hardly jxjssible to
exaggerate the importance of this particular branch of
practical Spiritualism, while its possibilities extend beyond
the limits of human conception. I may add that when our
medium’s development began, we had no idea of the purpose
of the invisible operators so powerfully influencing her :
and it was largely by means of their instruction that we at
last came to understand what was expected of us.
It is remarkable how closely Mr. Atwoods plan of pro
cedure corresponds with the one we have been led to adopt.
Our sittings are opened withan invocation, which is followed
by an address in which we very often make use of the same
scriptural texts selected by Mr. Atwood. The spiritual
significance of the parable of the Prodigal Son we have
many times expatiated upon. Also we have spoken of the
Good Shepherd, with his crook of love, searching not for the
lost sheets but for those that have temporarily gone astray.
Our experiences concerning the truly magical power of
prayer also agree with Mr. Atwood’s. Verily the fervent
prayer of an earnest man availeth much. I confess that the
realisation of this momentous truth has been almost forced
upon me : for it has been difficult to free myself from the
still prevalent scepticism of these unspiritual times. Never
shall 1 forget the request of one poor soul brought to us to
be enlightened. Controlling the medium, he cried out in
great terror, ‘Where am It In a moment of time 1 was
hurled into this bottomless abyss of inpenetrable darkness ’ ’
We spoke words of comfort to him, and advised him earnestly
to ask for help from the one Infinite Source of Love and
Power. This, however, he seemed powerless to do, so
paralysed or atrophied were his spiritual faculties, but
turning the face of the medium close to mine he said implor
ingly, ‘ Won’t »/<>« pray for me I * It is not possible to describe
the pathos of that request.
Very helpful, also, to spirits in darkue^s is the suggestion
that the one most dearly loved and cherished by them is at
hand, ready to aid them in their spiritual growth and to
greet them when they reach the portals of the Higher Life.
‘ Do you know who that person is I we say to them ; anti
Usually t livre is an immediate response * es, that is my
Mother, or my wife. I pou one occasion an Irishman spoke
up, ‘ That's the good old mother; she wouhln t desert her

boy ’ ’ One poor soul—who had committed murder during a
bar-room brawl—when we spoke of his mother, begged us, in
a whisper, not to let her know anything about the matter.
Very suggestive are Mr. Atwood’s remarks regarding ‘the
awakening brought by the human voice carried into the dark
spheres by the machinery of the unseen world,’and impressed
upon the consciousness of poor souls dwelling in the gloom
of their own ignorance and perversity. Often have we been
urged to apeak and to fill our words with all possible earnest
ness and enthusiasm, ‘ even though it may sometimes seem
that you are addressing only the empty air.’ ‘Give them
the best you have,’ one bright co-worker advised us. The
following, taken from my note-book, are some of the experi
ences resulting from our addresses :—

‘While we were addressing the invisible audience—
delivering the message of hope and love—the medium could
see that we were surrounded by an immense throng. Away
in the distance, as far as her vision could reach, she saw
swarms of spirits. Those nearest appeared to be more
intelligent and better clad than those in the background,
who were rugged and unkempt, some of them almost con
cealed from view by heavy black clouds. We urged them to
organise into companies and prepare to march out of their
present gloomy conditions, suggesting that they call them
selves “Pilgrims of the Light,” and promising tliat the
way would be shown them when they were ready to make
the start.
.
.
, .
‘One man seemed to be especially interested m our
remarks. The medium watched his earnest face as be
listened; and when we had finished speaking he turned to
us with the question, “ How do you know that all you say is
true ? ” We answered that we derived our knowledge from
wise and loving beings whose great desire it was to aid their
less advanced brothers to reach the bright portals of the
Higher Life. Then he faced the crowd and called out in a
loud voice, “ Say. you fellows in the rear, can you bear what
is being said f’’ Turning to us again, he remarked, “1
coMit go and leave all those poor fellows behind—they ve
got to come with me .’ ” With that, he began to address the
others. He seemed a natural orator, and spoke as one in
spired—which was without doubt the case. Occasionally he
would address his words to some particular group, pointing
his finger at them to attract their attention : and marvellous
was the effect. Those who a moment before had been dull
and listless were now all activity : and the medium could
see that they were forming into ranks. While this was going
on, however, the time for the sitting (alwavs exactly one
hour) expired, and the vision was withdrawn.’

‘ During our address, the medium was suddenly controlled
by a young fellow of the street rowdy order. Speaking in
the style peculiar to New York rowdyism, he exchimed.
“What's ;ul this talk about?’’ We answered him kindly,
but he did not seem fully to comprehend our words, and
after we had finished remarked, “Sav, you've got whats
called an ‘ eddication,' haven't yer ’ What’s it all about,
anyhow •” We succeeded in fitting our language co his
comprehension, and he then displayed considerable interest
in tne remarks. The medium could now see that we were
surrounded by many besides himself of the same class.
• In answer to a question as to whether they were not weary
of their present condition and occupation, he said:'* Yell,
now. boss, to tell you the truth we are kinder sick of it—but
what can we do ’ ’ He was advised to ask that the angels
might be sent to guide them to a brighter place- He
answered: “I don't know how to do that; but if you will say
the words. I will repeat them.' This was done, and in a short
time the medium noticed a light approaching in chedistanee.
The spirit also saw it. and we suggested that he should
muster his comrades together and lead them towards it. He
adopteil the suggestion with great energy, hustling the
others into line and treating those who hesitacetl with
almost amusing roughness. One who seem inclined to skviik.
he grabbed by the collar, saying : “Here. you. c.-jii't you try
to sneak away
As soi'n as he ha«l succeeded in
ring
his ct>mpiinions together, and while they stoud ready to make
the start, the scene was withdrawn. Our pan of the work
had been accomplished.'
(To
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Among the numerous parties which are engaged in the
various religious controversies of the present day, two main
groujks may be observed. The first is distinguished by j(s
maintenance of some form of belief in the su]wrnatural ■
and the other contrasts with it in rejecting the supernatural’
and in basing its speculations about things both high and
low upon wholly natural grounds.

Most people know that we have a perfect monomania
for basing, not only our ‘ speculations,’ but our knowledge,
‘about things both high and low upon wholly natural
grounds.’

ARE WE SUPERNATCRALISTS?

‘ The Literary Guide ’ which, under the tempting guise
of smart renewing, carries on a vigorous and vigilant
campaign against everything that is not Agnostic, has just
treated us to an instructive Article on ‘Supernaturalism and

Science.’ We call it instructive, not because it is inform
ing, but because it reveals a source of error and confusion

which is as common as it is curious.
It all turns upon the meaning attached to the word
‘ supernatural.’ The only word used by Skeat, as defining
it, is * miraculous: ’ but ‘ miraculous ’ only adds to the
haze: and we all remember Carlyle’s bludgeoning of the

poor little people who protest that ‘ a miracle is a violation
of the laws of Nature.’ Of whom, the great intellectual
slogger very properly said: ‘ Whom I answer by this new
question: “What are the laws of Nature 1” To me perhaps
the rising of one from the dead were no violation of those
laws, but a confirmation, were some far deeper law, now
first penetrated into, and by Spiritual Force, even as the
rest have all been, brought to bear on us with its material
force.’ • But is it not the deepest law of Nature that she be
constant ’ and that none of her rules can be contravened ?
True, cries Carlyle; ‘and now of you too I make the old
inquiry ; “ What those same unalterable rules, forming the

complete Statute Book of Nature, may possibly be.” ’ That
is excellent: and we commend to ‘The Literary Guide’
people this old suggestion as to our very limited knowledge
of the laws of Nature and her ‘ complete Statute Book.’
‘The Literary Guide’ (and we confess we are only
using it as a peg, as representing a class which demands
attention from us) is very hard on Spiritualists and Theoso
phists, though we are consoled by finding that we are
included amongst Christians and the abettors of ‘other
mythologies’ for attack. Taking us in the lump, ‘The
Literary’ Guide ’ is good enough to say that we ought to be
treated by ‘advanced thinkers’ as ‘their one and eternal
antagonist.’ That rather amuses us, and for this simple
reason,—that we have quite come to the conclusion that w
arc the ‘advanced thinkers.’ Things are indeed getting
very mixed. But it is the fault of our Literary Guides;
and we think we can tell them why. For instance: they
continually try to stick on our backs the label ‘ Super
naturalists : ’ but nothing could be more unenlightened.
This is a common error which is worn so thin that any one,
with a very little trouble, can readily see through it. In
truth, we see through it so distinctly that we can see ‘ The
Literaiy Guide ’ through it, and can recognise the fact that
though we seem to be on different sides, we are, in the
main, brother-believers.
We are no more supernaturalists than Darwin was:
only we have wrought in different spheres. He studied

We therefore cordially agree with our critics

when they say :—
The origin of mail’s moral and intellectual faculties, the
origin of animal and vegetable species, the origin of life itself
have all been brought down from the clouds of supernatural
mystery to the solid ground of nature. Science has shown
the possibility of including all these phenomena within the
sphere of evolution, and it has also shown that it was nothing
more than the ignorance of man that led him to consider
them as the work of supernatural powers.
Here, again, ‘ The Literary Guide ’ does not appear to
know that we are ardent Evolutionists, and that this superb
doctrine has given us one of our keenest hopes and surest

suggestions concerning immortality, or, at all events, concern
ing the persistence of the man after* the dissolution of his
‘ muddy vesture of decay.’ ‘ The Literary Guide ’ contrasts
us with Rationalists: but we are Rationalists, as all good
Evolutionists are.
We admit that the ‘ intuitions ’ upon

which some rely are the products of evolutionary processes.
We will even admit that belief in God is the product of
evolutionary processes. What then ? Does that prove the

baselessness of belief in God ? We think it proves tho very
opposite. Are evolutionary processes simply great persistent
insanities, fulfilling themselves only in an absurd wind-bag
of delusion ?
But have not all the great truths, ay ! and the great

sciences, come in the same way ? What was Astronomy at
the beginning, or Chemistry, or Mechanics, or the Science
of Government,—ay ’ or the very planet itself ?
Says ‘ The Literary Guide ’:—

Not until the various stages of the belief in God began
to be revealed by anthropological research did it begin to
dawn upon the mind of the believer that even his belief was
only one of these stages, and that it had its roots in the first
crude imaginings of the untutored savage. It seems
impossible now to deny that the idea of God has evolved
from early notions of spirit life.

Well; and what did the idea of Astronomy or
Chemistry, or Mechanics, or the Science of Government
evolve from ? Are they less valid or less precious because
they have their ‘roots in the first crude imaginings of the
untutored savage ’ ? On the contrary, are they not all the
more surely grounded because they have marched on with
man himself in his own evolving ?
But now as to these same ‘ early notions of spirit-life.’
We know now, says ‘The Literary Guide,’ how the notions
arose.
The explanation is our old friend Sleep and
Dream. ' In the phenomena of sleep the savage obtained
his first notion of a spirit that could wander away from tho
body. In his dreams he hunted and danced, and met the
spirits of the living and the dead.’ And that is how men
came to believe in the life beyond 1 All we have to say is
that the people who talk like this are themselves talking in
sleep and dream.
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Wo will, however, part with thorn in our character iw
comrades and brother-bolicvors, and simply say that their
conclusion is ours :—
While science has been accomplishing this destructive
work, it has also been laying tho foundations and supplying
the materials for a new, living, and lasting structure. The
foundations are human experience, the materials are human
knowledge, and the whole is being built by the master-hand
of Reason. Rationalism now preaches the evangel of science
- faith in the powers of man to work his own salvation, and
hope for the future that will leave the dark days of supersti
tion far behind. It is no vain intuition that places the golden
age in the days to come.

CATHOLICISM AND FRENCH MYSTICISM.
Our contemporary ‘ L’Initiation,’ which has a wide pro
gramme, embracing most of the interests of psychic thought,
from the speculations of tho occultist to the latest experi
mental research, has recently given space to an article of
unusual length, from the pen of Dr. F. Rozier, which is
exceedingly interesting, because it shows so distinctly the

trend of a certain school of French mystic thought in the
direction of the Church. It is, of course, a tendency that
may be denied, .or, perhaps, rather will be explained, by
those who most exhibit it, but it exists all the same, and it is
of sufficient moment to be worth noting.
By certain
peculiarities in his terminology Dr. Rozier connects with
Martinism, but he is especially concerned with Catholic
hagiography and the transcendental importance and
evidential value of some of its experts. He gives at full
length the life of Christina the Admirable, translated from
the annals of the Bollandists, a narrative which bears all the
extravagant marks of monastic marvel-makers and is not
wanting in repulsive elements. It is characterised,
however, as perfectly authentic by Dr. Rozier, who
philosophises upon it at great length, and makes evident
by many parallels and many citations his large ac
quaintance with transcendental phenomena, as recorded
in the lives of mediaeval saints.
Nor is the writer con
cerned merely with sustaining the credibility of a narrative
which must offer points of difficulty to the least questioning
of pious believers. That narrative is part only of a complex
thesis by which this Catholic and Mystic seeks to explain an
event which last summer plunged all Paris into mourning,
and may be said truly to have moved the pity of Europe.
We refer to the fire and holocaust of the Bazar de la
Charite. The mystery of this dispensation has been a special
subject of discussion in several French occult journals, and
this long after it had ceased to give a text to the cynicism
of French freethought. What was the quality of the
Providence which permitted an immolation of ladies con
spicuous for their piety, at the very moment when they
were engaged in a signal act of goodwill 1 There is no
need to cite the answer of the unbeliever and materialist:
charitable gathering or Black Mass, the occasion is in
different to blind law, and the blindness of the law is
shown by the fact that such a tragedy was consummated, not
at the Satanic gatherings which arc vouched for by M.
Huysmann, or even at the insolent revelation of Leo Taxil,
but at the Bazar de la Charite. That is strong in its way,
though it is not acceptable. So also the solution offered by
the theosophical review ‘ Lotus,’ namely, the doctrine of
Karma, has a certain side of strength, but that also is not
acceptable, at least, to Dr. Rozier. He prefers the explana
tion of Pere Ollivier, delivered from the pulpit of Notre
Dame, which regards the catastrophe as an expiation. But,
to use Dr. Rozier’s expression, the solution of the impitoytible
Dominicuin requires to be ‘attenuated ’ by a mystic, for it is
‘exposed brutally ’ by the literalist. The explanation, put
shortly, is crass enough in all conscience : France has pre
varicated ; men have grown wicked ; God needs victims ;
those victims, because they are pure and saintly, arc now
intercessors for la patrie. By an appeal to the solidarity of
the Church militant and the Church triumphant, the
Church assaulted by prevarications and the Church perfected
in righteousness, it might be possible to blurr tho harsh
outlines of such a concept. This, however, Dr. Rozier does
not attempt. His attenuating instrument is the occult

doctrine of elemental!!, the larvm of Paracelsus and Eliphas
Ldvi:—
‘The world is peopled by a multitude of beings, invisible
for the majority of mankind, but admitting of classification
into three chief categories: the good, the bad, and the in
different. The last may be put to uses of all kinds, according
to the will which commands them. The evil are nourished
by our vices, our blasphemies, our crimes, and hence
they excite us to these in a thousand ways ; the more we
obey them the greater is their empire over us. When human
perversity has become unusually diffused and intensified,
their number and their strength is multiplied proportionally;
they grow insatiable and irresistible. These evil beings are
also eager for blood, and as far as possible they foment Wai’s
and occasion catastrophes of all kinds ; to them human
sufferings are a banquet. . . . The blood and the suffer
ings of the just and virtuous among men are, however, a
deadly poison for them, and hence the consequence of a
catastrophe in which a great number of good persons
perish is the destruction of crowds of these astral dwellers,
and enforces the flight of those who survive.’
The application is obvious. The wickedness of !■ rance
and of the world has multiplied the larvae and evil
demons; the holocaust of the Bazar de la Charite has in
su red some respite, but not apparently for long, as
we possess Dr. Rozier’s engagement that they are bound
to return, because the causes that attracted them pre
viously are still at work.
This is how we are to
understand the necessity of the expiatory victim, and the
life of Christina the Admirable, whose soul relinquished the
body and passed into Paradise, but again, and of its own
free act, reassumed the mortal part, so that by her
supernatural example souls might be won to Christ,
instructs us that such victims are voluntary, at least, occa
sionally, and instances of this kind may not have been
wanting at the Bazar de la Charite. ‘Thus,’ says Dr.
Rozier, ‘do the iniquities of man engender consequences
which are at times terrible; we may term them Karina with
Theosophists,but whereas the Theosophical Karma is fatal and
can only be effaced by accomplishment, we Christians, the
alleged devotees of a ferocious and avenging God, depend
upon the providence of God to alleviate its consequences,
which otherwise are more than we could bear.’
The occult doctrine of elementals, and especially that
phase to which reference is here intended, is a ghastly and
repellent speculation ; Dr. Rozier very properly forbears
from dwelling on its details, or indicating what it really
involves ; but it will be understood by students of certain
untranslatable treatises, which we owe to Paracelsus. It
must be said that mediieval demonology of the orthodox
type has accredited such views in a measure; but the expia
tions of the just, and the renunciations of the saints in the
light of the science of larvie and the transcendental
physiology of the blood, are not likely to be welcomed by a
Church which, though she may be open to impeachment
from many sides, cannot be accused of explaining what is
sublime by what is atrocious; and, as already indicated, the
utterance of Pere Ollivier is susceptible of interpretation in
a manner which accords better with the Church s own
doctrine, while it interlinks at the same time with the
higher aspects of Christian mysticism. But, after all, it is
the rapprochement which is significant, as it seems to
indicate in no uncertain manner that at least one section of
French mysticism is endeavouring, after a manner of its own,
to find rest in the Church.
A. E. Waite.

CONVERSAZIONE OF THE LONDON SPIRITUALIST
ALLIANCE.
There was a very large attendance at the Conversazione
held on Monday evening last, in the Banqueting Room,
St. James’s Hall, when Mrs. Besant gave an eloquent
Address on ‘Theosophy and .Spiritualism.’ We shall publish
the address at length in next week’s ‘Light,’ and shall give
at the same time, in the form of a supplement, an admirable

PORTRAIT OF MRS. BESANT,
which we have in course of preparation, from an excellent
photograph by Sarony. The portrait will be printed on fine
paper, so as to be specially suitable for mounting and
framing. Wo anticipate a greatly increased demand for
our next issue, and friends who desire to secure additional
copies would do well to give us timely notice.
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MANIFESTATIONS IN A PRIVATE CIRCLE.
Reported by F. W. Thurstan, M.A.
We have now the result* of three more meetings of our
little circle to record. Besides the regular uittere Mr. and
Mrs. T. and myself--we have had at each meeting two
additional sitters, different each time, but selected from
jiersons very sympathetic with Mrs. T. In this way my
report this time will have the advantage of the testimony of
fresh witnesses, whose attestations to its accuracy 1 shall
endeavour to secure, especially as the physical phenomena
have rather increased in strength.
The first of these meetings was held on Friday, December
loth. It was quite an extemporised one. Mr. and Mrs. T.
hail come with me to the meeting of the Society for
Psychical Research, in order to hear Dr. Hodgson's address
about Mrs. Piper. All through that address the rajw came
so loud on the floor, and on the back of the chair close by
Mrs. T., that I was much afraid our neighbours might be
wondering what she was doing. The raps seemed to be
emphasising the remarks with approvals here and there.
At any rate, as the power was evidently in great form and
as my moms happened to be very close at hand, we deter
mined to adjourn there and see if our friends would hold
further converse with us on the auspicious occasion. We
invited our friends, Mrs. N. C. and her daughter Miss I’.,
who happened to be sitting in our party, to join us, and they
readily consented.
We arranged our room as usual, drawing the curtains
between the two parts, and sitting in the anterior part
round a small table.
‘Nellie’ controlled, and in her
usual way tried to harmonise the party by her remarks.
Loud raps were heart! on the floor of the room,which ‘Nellie’
announced were those of our old friend ‘ Peter,’ who had
come down especially to hear the continuation of Dr.
Hodgson's remarks, and had been emphasising the points in
order to bring thereby increased conviction to the minds of
the audience. ‘ Alexander ’ also rapped, to show the differ
ence of his method from ‘ Peter’s.’ ‘ Annie’s ’ raps also
indicated her presence, and some loud, startling raps came
from some new presence.

Occasional table.

i Chair,
list position.

1

3

2

4

5

DD

_________
Drawn curtaioa, heavy plush.
Chair,
2nd position.
+

T

Of

I t—Umbonnne.

T—Large flap table,
4ft. flaps let down each aide.
Wj

D—Door from passage.
DD—Door to adjoining room.
F—Fireplace, biasing firelight.
1—Position of Mrs. T. before curtain.
do.
F. W. T.
do.
2—
Mrs. M. C. do.
do.
3—
do.
XiM P.
do.
■1—
do.
Mr. T.
do.
5—
W—Window,

It was then announced that ‘ Akbar ’ was ph
would try to manifest along with others in the gajh
half of the room, which, it must be remembered {
means of access from outside. Accordingly we gii* a**.
a line facing the curtain, holding our hands againit it
'Wunit it I
order to make what followed clearer, I have sketched a
11
plan of the room and the relative position® of thing*
As Mrs. T. felt trembling all over, she requested m
hold both hot* hands in mine as 1 stood next her. We
’
felt the curtains moving, and several of us began exclaimin
that we were being touched in various parts of our bodi*
As I laughingly remarked that ‘ Akbar ’ seemed holding
regular ‘durbar’ inside, I felt myself playfully but smartly
tapped on my forehead, which was quite half a foot aw*y
from the curtain, and yet no visible hand was apparent.
I have noticed this phenomenon several times in the coui^
of our experiments, I am inclined to think the tap was cau*w|
by some stuff, half way between matter and electric force,
meeting probably some force projected subjectively through
my brain from the inner consciousness. Then the chair
marked in the diagram to the right of Mrs. T., began moving
automatically from its first position to its second—some five
or six feet. This it did in a series of glides with short inter
vals between. The cold breeze was now very distinctly felt
by all, and the blowing of the curtains. Suddenly a loud
sound, as if the heavy four-feet flap of the table inside was
being raised up and let fall again heavily, was heard and
startled us all. Then the tinkling sound of the tambourine
on the same table was distinctly heard by all, as if it were
being moved. All the while I was holding firmly the hands
of Mrs. T., and the articles in question were far beyond her
reach, and in front of the two strangers, as may be seen

from the diagram.
After this the phenomena behind the curtain fell off, and
‘Clare,’ controlling Mrs. T., told us to resume, our places at
the occasional table—standing over it without touching it,
in order to see whether it could be raised under these
conditions. This we did, and in order to distract attention
and give our unseen friends an opportunity to practise slate
writing, I asked Mrs. T. to hold a book-slate with me up in
the air while we talked. In a short time the table evinced
some vigorous life by giving an occasional jump and loud
cracks.
Then we all sat down, and for a while Mrs. T. held the
slate on her lap. Of course these were not very strict test
conditions, but our object as regards slate-writing, at
present, is to let our new band practise, not perform. On
this occasion‘Nellie ’ came in a delighted way to say she
had succeeded in writing her name on the slate. . Shortly
afterwards, on concluding the proceedings, we discovered
‘ Nellie ’ written large on the slate, with the crumb of slate
pencil left inside. We sat all through the meeting in the
light of a blazing fire and low gaslight. Appended is the
corroboration of our two visitors :—

D

+
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I have read the MS. you have prepared for ‘Light.’
Both my daughter and myself can testify to the manifesta
tions you have described. There are some additional details,
which it might interest you to know were observed by me.
With regard to the blow which you felt after your remark
about the durbar, I can add that I also received an impres
sion, at the same time, on my right hand nearest you. Both
my hands were spread out on a level with your head. I both
saw and felt the sudden bulging of the curtain against my
right hand, and was conscious that a blow from the inner
side had been struck in close proximity to it upon your
forehead by a vigorous hand.
C.M.N.C.
E.L.P.
At the next meeting our experiences were of an excep
tionally interesting character, but ray report of these must
be held over for another week.
(7b be continued.)
Assistance to Mrs. Dale.—-Mr. W. L. Hull, 228, Old
Christchurch-road, Bournemouth, writes to acknowledge,
with thanks, the receipt of 2s. from Mr. E. A. Bowden and
2s. 6d. sent anonymously, and adds that Mrs. Nelson, Mrs.
Boswell-Stone, and Messrs. Whitley, Smith, and Lowenthal
have sent to Mrs. Dale direct.
Truth is quite beyond the reach of satire. There is so
brave a simplicity in her, that she can no more be made
ridiculous than an oak or a pine. -Lowell.
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SUCCESSES WITH PLANCHETTE.
It in now nearly three years ago that 1 was first introduced
to the subject of Spiritualism. Being at the time on a visit to

Nottingham on businem*, and seeing in the city an announce
ment of a meeting for tho following Sunday at the Masonic

Hall, I determined to attend, and found that a Mrs. Stans
field was to occupy the platform. After a trance address

and invocation, Mrs. Stansfield proceeded to give clairvoyant
descriptions of spirits present, and, lieing a perfect novice in
such matters, I was much surprised that in many cases the
descriptions were recognised. During the following week I
sought an interview with the president of the society, a Mr.
Stubbs, I lx.*lieve, who very kindly placed at iny disposal
‘Spirit Teachings,’ by Stainton Moses, which I read with
considerable interest. Light seemed to dawn in my mind.
My business detaining me over the next Sunday, I
again attended the hall, with interest and with open mind.
On this occasion a Mr. Galley, from Blackpool, was the clair
voyant, and he gave some very remarkable descriptions,
most of which were recognised at once, and I was myself
fortunate in receiving particulars of a spirit, said to be
with me, who gave his name, with particulars of the time
of illness and demise, but, not having personal knowledge of
the matter, I was unable to confirm them before returning to
London and interviewing his mother.
I determined now to investigate the subject further by
forming at home a family circle, consisting of my wife and
three children, namely two boys, a daughter eleven years of
age, and, of course, myself. Having procured a planchette,
we commenced, and at the second or third sitting there was
written : ‘ My dear friend, I am here to-night to say that 1
have risen.’ No name, however, was vouchsafed. At the
next sitting the following was written : ‘ I have come again
to tell you that, whenever I communicate with men, I rise
higher.’ And the name of ‘ Tanner ’ was given, being the
name of the spirit who had appeared at Nottingham. Other
particulars were also given, sufficient to convince me of his
identity.
This same spirit described another who was present, who
represented herself as being my mother, this being proved
to my satisfaction after replies to a number of questions
which I had put. At another sitting the name of ‘Rose
bud’ was given, but not recognising this name we in
quired where she had lived. She gave an address where
we remembered had lived a little girl who had departed this
life about three years previously, and on asking for further
particulars tho correct name was given that we had known
her by, with the information that children entering the
spirit world were often re-named after flowers. I may say
that this child was a scholar at a Sunday-school (Harecourt,
Uanonbury) of which I was for a period absentee visitor.
Knowing that this child’s grandfather, with whom she had
lived, had mourned her departure in no small degree, I made
bold one day to inform him of her visitation, and both for
his satisfaction as well as my own, I desired him to give me
some questions which 1 might put to her with the object of
proving her identity, which he accordingly did ; and, much
to his astonishment, they were correctly answered, no
member of the circle having a knowledge of the facts.
I was exercised in my mind at this time as to whether
the writing was not probably due to unconscious action on
my part, but this incident, with the following, proved to
my mind the fact of there being an outside intelligence.
At one of our circles ‘ Rosebud * wrote that her great
grandfather wils very ill, and that her grandmother had
been to visit him that afternoon, and among other particulars
she mentioned that she herself had been present at the bed
side with her grandmother, and had magnetised the patient
to relieve him. Desiring to test as far as possible the truth
of this information, I sought an interview with the grand
father, who at once admitted that the account of the great
grandfather being seriously ill, and of tho grandmothers
visit, was perfectly correct; and I may add that we were
entirely ignorant of these facts.
As time passed we got into communication with other
spirits, all of whom proved to be intelligent and of a truth
ful character. On asking to be given rules for daily life, (he
following was given : ‘ Pray and sing praises to the Creator
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of all things.’ ‘ Be kind, loving, truthful, and gentle to your
neighbour. Be merciful. Have faith in God.’
We invariably found that the writing was most success
fully obtained when my daughter and myself had our hands
upon the planchette. Our spirit friends assured us that
domestic animals which had belonged to us in earth life
came into our possession again when we passed to the spirit
world ; that children in the circle attracted spirit children ;
that even children in the spirit world have duties to perform
and are never idle ; that we are often able to benefit low
spirits by speaking kindly to them and directing them to
tiie Almighty Father ; and that our prayers benefit the dark
ones and are also helpful to our progressive friends.
[ do not know whether the following experience is unique
or no. For a short time in the course of our investigations
we invitee! two spiritualistic friends to attend our circle, and
on one occasion a member of the circle was partly entranced,
which caused us to dissolve it for a time, and although
we sat for, I think, several months we could never get any
writing until our patience was rewarded by hearing from a
young spirit, who informed us that she had been asked to
come and see us, as our old spirit friends were forbidden to
come again in consequence of having sought to control with
out having first obtained our permission ; and, further, this
was 'she rule of the spirit world, which I may say has been
confirmed by other spirits ; and it applies not only to the
actual spirit who tries to control, but to the whole of the
spirits who may be present on the occasion. I should like to
hear whether any readers of ‘ Light ’ have had a similar
experience.
Time seems to be kept in the spheres as well as on earth,
for we have often been asked to tell our spirit friends when
such an hour hail arrived, as they had then to leave, having
other appointments.
The spirits on one occasion came and informed us that,
being the birthday of one of them, they had brought some
presents to show, which they had that day received,
and after the gas had been lowered at their request, my
little daughter clairvoyantly described a stand on the table,
a doll in a chair, and in the hand of one of the little spirits
a white bird which she was caressing. They also both
showed themselves sufficiently distinct for my daughter to
be able to give a full description of them with their dresses.
On telling a spirit girl that I was sorry that her mother
was afraid to hear anything about her, she wrote : ‘ Tell Ma
not to be afraid of me, because I am always with her, and
am still her little girl.’
Strange as it may appeal-, on thanking one of our little
spirit friends for her kindness in coming to us, and asking
whether by any means we could not make her a present, she
wrote : 1 Please give me the little black-and-tan puppy which
belongs to you in the spirit world.’ On thinking, we
remembered having lost some years previously a very young
puppy, an^ asking for further information, we were told
that all our departed pets were being taken care of. We of
course presented the dog with great pleasure, it being news
to us that we were able to give presents in this manner;
we have since heard that the dog is in the possession of its
new owner.
On one occasion a spirit told us that she could see and
hear angels talking and singing, and on inquiring the nature
of their song there was written :—

‘ Come, thou stranger ; welcome here !
Free from sorrow, pain, and care,’ <kc.
On asking for further particulars I was informed that
welcome was being given to a spirit that had just passed
from Earth—one who had been a good minister.
His
name was refused, it being required to be kept secret. At
other times hymns of the spirit world were given, with
many interesting particulars of the life there.
In conclusion, I venture to think that, so far as I have
proceeded, the communications have been of a very satisfac
tory nature and have proved helpful to us.
36, St. Paul’s-road, Uanonbury.
J. McLellan.
If a man deserve praise, be sure that you give it to him,
else you not only run a chance of driving him from tho
right road by want of encouragement, but you deprive your
selves of the happiest privilege which you will ever have of
rewarding his labour.—Ruskin.
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the CONDITIONING of subjective and
OBJECTIVE FORMS OF EXPERIENCE
BY DIVERSE DINCRETED NODES OF PERCEPTION
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it beeumen translated down, or conditioned down, to the
■•ode pertaining to embodied percept**. The brain serves
as a converting relay in that erne, and the experiences occur
ring by that means in a lower, <iixreted mode, which do not
j*rtain to the n»<rnal cuwiowak** < »f the discamate per*“°*1 cowman lean <. an* abnormal secondary*, sub-cun<*«<. and flu not emerge into his normal consciousness and
nemun The eunsequt-fKN* is that m<*t <»f thee |»*rxinal
cucunjunicatorK. while in relation with the brain of a sensi
tive by means of a magnetic vital circuit, cannot distinguish
their state. They think sometime* that the <»rganism used
i* tb-ir own . or that they are incarnated in that body.
They <^ten show that they do ixX know that they have
died. Their communications <leal with earthly matters and
p*r*#nal association* and interests merely. They do not
display that higher interests have evolved in them. Their
©unwriousnem functions pro trtn. on the earthly level. Even
after discovering that they have died, their communications
with regard to their experiences in inner states are neces
sarily translated down into the earthly forms or symbols
pertaining to the embodied consciousness of the medium
IHsl.
When speaking through a temporarily materialised repre
sentative form they constat bring the experiences of their
normal disearnate state of being into physically embodied
consetousneMi. The two degrees an* diacreted. Their normal
state is shut <>ff and closed to them pro Um. They cannot
even gather up the memories jirrtaining to their j«wt earth
life, unless these arc suggested to them, because their true
self-consciousness ami memories arc discreted. Those who
are repeatedly projected hen*, like the ‘guides of the cabinet ’
of materialising mediums, and acquire consecutive experi
ence in that state, develop* an alternate secondary
personality, similar to the secondary perw>nalities exhibited
in the ease of subjects suffering from psychical derange
ments. These* cabinet guides who apjiear regularly at
the same medium's seances, and make commonplace
remarks and stupid jokes, anil even display rude
ness and intolerance, are generally jproject ions from
selves in the somnambulic sleep state which inter
venes between the physical and psychical deaths. Repre
sentative forms |projected from that state can evidently
know nothing with regard to true spiritual states. The
ex(jerienees so constituted do not emerge into their normal
consciousness and memory,* They are awakened temporarily
into a state of active somnambulism, effected through the
medium of their iloubie, and 1m|mc back again into sleeping

•These projection* belbg effected from inner Blate* to outer nt ate*,
ape in ronixrae order to the analogous out* (Mxsrrisg here on Ibis plane,
by iniromiMiOD. Jn the latter caae tte abnormal peraousihy ia »n
inner one. Jn the former caae the abnormal j*r»ouahty become* an
outer one.

***<unambuli*m
Them* * cabinet guide*'
lif»chain or hierarchy as the mediun
its inner links. Their quality may, t bereft
the characteristics of the medium.
Materialised forms often take up the
previous similar experiences as if no interval of dtk.
elapsed between those experience®; thus disphvh)
tKee experience* do not emerge into their waking coa
ne**. or that (heir normal consciousness is quiescent
the intervals.
An operator external to the subject is the pre o»ndit
of these experiences, as it is in the analogous lait Kubunliftj^
hypnotic and mesmeric phenomena here. Equally ao j,
supplemented stimulus of an interiors ng vital rirxwmediated through the subject, the precondition of o
exteriorization of a representative double, as in niesm^,.
projections here.
The experimental bearing of the study of the phenome*.
of suggestion and mesmerism, on the comprehension u
medium istic phenomena, will be apparent in these remark*
Indeed, it is evident that the former phenomena are but <
subordinate sequential mode and representation of th*
latter; consequently it follows that it will be by the study
of the former that we shall arrive at the true meaning (’f
the latter.
The falhcious unreasonableness of the theosophical
attitude of dissuasion and condemnation of such compara
tive exjieriinental research is so striking that the inference
of your contributor, on p. 319(1697). that ‘it arises from*
lively fear that their theories should be {»rove<l to be wrong;
appearn to be a natural conclusion to draw*.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
Editor m no/
for o/nnufnt
by
$jKrnd^nt^(ind
hedoef nofrufrrrtpitk
jurthe
ofpresent itujvicics that may >:l oat discu^inn.]
Mr. Allan Fisher.

Sir,—I sincerely hope that the letter of Mr. Langmeatl,
who signs himself ‘ A Spiritualist.’ about myself, may not be
the means of bringing to me the usual shoal of letters (but
that invariably happens when my aildress is given in ‘Licht)
as I neither employ a private secretary nor, indeed, have th?
time to devote to replying to the various effusions I receive.
Your correspondent must be very guileless if lie imagines
that I come to London to convince Atm that I [jossess a
marvellous healing power, simply by laying on of hands. I
had been eight days at Morse's Hotel, during which time I
have treated and cured all that applied personally. The large
number that had written me were duly notifieil of my arrival
in London, and those who came were cured. Many, however,
appear to forget the common courtesy of acknowledging my
letters, although, to benefit them} they put me to exjiens?.
I am simply astounded that any gentleman calling him
self a Spiritualist should write that ‘seeing is believing.’ I
am quite sure that the majority of true Spiritualists will
resent /Ami expression of their belief; for have we not very
many instances in Spiritualism in which we cannat neey yet we
accejit the fact? Take, for instance, a clairvoyant giving
descriptions of spirit friends toa non-seer! The comparison
is not by any means a strained one, and perhajm 1 may the
better illustrate it by referring to a sitting I had uinxy. with
a well-known medium, Mr. Vango. When his control took
my left hand in his he immediately dropped it, exclaiming.
‘ I see a great lot of electricity around you, you appear to
have a box of electricity about you? And lie is not the only
medium who has voiced such a statement. Yet I expect Mr.
Langmead would reject such a statement.
Personally, I trust that some of the friends cured will
take up this correspondence (if continued in your paper).
ms I have neither the time nor the inclination to devote to
it myself, ‘The works that 1 do, /Ary bear witness.’ They
stand entirely upon their own merits. The many friends 1
now liave are entirely secured to me through the cures 1
have been instrumental in effecting, for ‘by their fruit*
ye sliall know them? I consider that Mr. Boddington, of tl"1
Battersea Society, has tersely expressed my sentiments: If
•ays : ‘ He will undertake to help or cure all discasiss,’ and
that is perfectly correct. In some chronic cases several
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uvatmvnt* are rtxiuired, whilst in many others <»nr treat
ment is Autlk'ient. No sufferer can be in the same nsun with
rnr without obtaining a benefit, even though I may not touch
him Fully a hundred times I have been made conariou* of
benefiting
simply by shaking hands, and. like the
Naxarvne of old, I perceive that a virtue goes from me to th**
caxsl.
Then* are many who van cure disraaes in a small way,
ami if, iu«tead of standing idly by and looking on, they
would arouse themselves to the ^^erari**11. they would he able
to help their fellows and make their own surroundings more
harmonious - there is plenty of work for all. As a healer I
stand alone, and entirely on my owu merits.
I am staying at Mere, Wiltshire, for a few days* rest and
change.
Allan Fisbk*
(lirain Specialist and Divine Healer).
Sil,—You were wine in your issue of November 13th, to
invite your readers to investigate the claims of Mr. Allan
Fisher. But to do so fairly and impartially is another matter.
The Battersea Society has tried • but when the healer
‘receives instructions from his spiritual advisers’ to forsake
meetings specially arrange*! to meet his convenience, the
matter assume* a very different complexion. After consider
able correspondence and constant evasion, when asked to fix
a date, we at last heard that he was in London. I wrote
immediately requesting that he would bring matters to a
conclusion by definitely stating when we might expect him.
The reply was that he would come to our hall on the following
Sunday—if at -di potnblt; and this after two or three weeks*
correspondence. However, we determined to leave no stone
unturned in order to meet his wishes. We gave him curte
blaaeke to do as he pleased with the meeting. The result
distinctly disproves his repeated assertions that he can
irutantlf/ cure any disease. That he has the power to heal is
probable ; he would be a very poor weak mortal who had not
the power to heal someone. I feel tliat it is but right to
make these statements to your readers, who would easily be
misled by his correspondence upon the subject His constant
evasion of fixing a date points to the fact that he is not willing
to submit his pretensions to reasonable test, preferring
casually to stroll into a hall unexpectedly, so that no t/tecMl
cases could be provided for him to deal with. I invited a
kwI, partly paralysed down the right side, to attend for heal
ing, because I knew he was susceptible to magnetic influence.
He stated that he felt stronger after half an hour’s manipu
lation as he always does after magnetising. But he is still
paralysed foi all that. Attributing Mr. Allan Fisher's
failure to possible nervousness or to the many conditions
which hamper spiritual phenomena, we publicly gave him a
hearty invitation to be with us on the following Sunday and
suggested the formation of a healing circle to enhance his
power. He accepted ; stating at the same time that he
thought he could move mountains under such conditions.
We provided the mountains in the persons of two or three
sufferers. But Mahomet did not come to the mountains.
Two days before the advertised time of meeting he had a
‘call ’ to Wiltshire. I understand that Mr. Fisher will be in
London again in the course of a week. He stated that ho
could cure the lad previously mentioned, in two weeks. \V e
will not confine him strictly to the terms of his advertisement
to cure irutantly. If he can cure him in a month we shall be
fully satisfied as to his bowa,
and will gladly publish a
fair and accurate report. If he does not care to treat publicly,
opportunities shall bo found for him to treat the lad privately.
Spiritualists will readily understand that we should prefer
to prove his ability rather than be forced to an unwelcome
conclusion.
H. Boddington.

Spirit and Matter.
Sir,—I notice that you quote with approval a paper in
yoir contemporary, ‘Mind,’ in which tho writer seeks to
prove the identity of spirit and matter, suggesting from
analogy of the physical forces and also from modern theories
of the constitution of matter itself, that spirit, and indeed
all else, is of like nature, being at bottom but a question of
vibration which is the ‘ underlying cause of all things.’
Now, Sir, as an earnest student of the spiritual in its many
revelations, may I not with some dismay inquire whether
such a suggestion as above is not a bald and blank materialism

—of a sublimated nature, if you will, but none the k-r> the
thing itself I
for of matter we know nothing but vibration ; of the
etln-r, of which matter ia evolved, no more ; and now we arv
to be told of spirit wen as the other two ! Wtare, then, is left
the freedom of tin* soulI Fur freedom means exactly what
a vibrating or any other inraeurable existence has not, that
is, something outside the rule of law, m *h'»rt. the *u|<-rnatural.
And a belief in this last «cems to me the only m>aninx
of tlie word ‘ spiritual, without which faith 1 certainly should
shrink—on all other but scientific |H>un«ls from tin* investigat ions to which your journal is so ably dedicated.
For, cowardly as it may be. I cannot riieerfully conceive
rnjself to be but a mechanical part of an unflinching evolu
tion even though that process tie one nobly mor.il T A L

* Speaker * and hie Experiences.

Sir, A good many of us who arc public speakers will
HynqNithisc with the writer of the jmthetic paragraph which
you quote from ‘The Two Worhis.’ I have not spoken to
spiritualist audiences, but I have to every other kind of
audience to which he refers. and his proleM is sorely needed.
It is a sad reflection in view of many present day idea*, that
people often seem to part with conscience when they act
collectively, and what ought to be every b*sly s affairs is found
to lie nobody’s. Audiences ought to realise that they have
no more right to pick a mans brains foi nothing than they
have to pick his jxx?ket. Hither he is worth hearing or be is
not. If he is, then he is entitled to enough |>ayment to cover
his expenses and leave him a margin of profit for shoeleather
and voice loxengos ; if he is not, they should not make him
think he is by asking him to come and tqieak to them. Socie
ties who love to label themselves ‘advanced ’ are usually far
more behind than other jteoplein these elementary principles
of social justice, and labour organisations will denounce
with righteous indignation the capitalist sweater, but will
complacently ask one of their own order to travel from one
end of London to another, talk for an hour amid clouds of
tobacco, and possibly go home near midnight in drenching
rain, and all for a vote of tlianks. A friend who has lectured
for them tells me the new Ethical Moiement -essentially a
middle class movement—is getting much of its work done in
the same way. If it is so they ought to repent before it is
too late. Any audience of eight or nine hundred people
could afford to pay their speaker enough to make it worth
his while to think his best thoughts and speak his best
words for them. New organisations, struggling to liv<%
cannot do this, but audiences of well-to-do folk, with their
organisation established and |Miying its way, ought to be
ashamed to do anything but this.
Frkdkkick Rogkks.

Thomae Lake Harris.
Sir,—I have no desire to discuss with Mr. Oxley the
teachings of Mr. Harris, but he has fallen into a few vital
errors, which I feel sure he will In* pleased for me to correct
First (though this is a mere detail), Mr. Harris’s principal
writings are not ‘public and marketable,’ anil, therefore,
‘subject to criticism.’ Almost all since 1R07 have been
privately printed for the Brotherhood; and the most impor
tant of them I do not suppose Mr. Oxley has ever seen.
•Second, Mr. Harris never foretold ‘the great destruction
of the human race, save and except himself and votaries.'
He says that only those can survive who have attained a
certain degree of physical and spiritual regeneration; mid
of those who are advancing in this path, there are many
who have never heard of his writings. I am not aware that
any of Mr. Harris's readers ever worry themselves as to
whether they will survive or not; they are content simply to
do their daily duty as it lies before them, and leave the
issue to God. it may interest your readers to know that
Theosophy touches a similar crisis of destruction; though
they place it ages hence in the middle of the ’ Fifth Round,'
and teach thut only those developed spiritually, either in
good or evil, will survive. A pleasing prospect, truly, of a
nice of Batons I
Third, Mr. Oxley's final |>aragra|di is excruciatingly
comic. He accuse* ‘Respiro’ of having threatened to kill
him by oooult means. He seems to think that * Reiqiiro ’ i<
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an Adept of the Left-hand Path, a Mahatma of Black Magic.
I can imagine ‘ Respire ’ saying to himself—as Louis
Napoleon said when told the Rev. M. Baxter had proved
him to be the Antichrist —‘ He docs me too much honour.’ I
can imagine, also, how the officials of ‘ a certain detective
department ’ laughed in their sleeves when they heard the
accusation. Mr. Oxley need be under no apprehension
whatever: the Brotherhood really could not spire him; he is
much too amusing.
E. W. Berridgk, M.D.
IS, Sussex-gardens, Hyde Park. W.

SOCIETY WORK.
199, Bow-road, Bow.—On Sunday last Mr. Sloane occupied
the platform, and gave a trance address on ‘ Progression
through the Spheres,’ which was well received, after which
Mr. Sloane gave excellent psychoinetry.—H.M.
Merthyr Spiritualists’ Society,—Messrs. Scott and
Muxworthy ably conducted last Sunday evening’s service,
with the assistance of Mrs. Billingsley, who kindly gave a
few clairvoyant descriptions at the close.—W.M.H.
Bristol—On Sunday next we expect a visit from Mr.
Oaten and Miss Johnson, of Cardiff, who will conduct meet
ings both morning and evening. We hope our friends will
assure them a cordial welcome.—A. H. Cam, Sec., 60, Wine
street.
Stratford Society of Spiritualists, Martin-street
Hkll, Stratford.—On Sunday last Miss Marsh's clairvoy
ance was thoroughly successful. Next Sunday, at 7 p.m.,
Mr. and Mrs. Webb will occupy our platform. Every Friday,
at 8 p.m., physical experiments.—J.K.
East London Spiritualist Association, Liberal Hall,
Forest C ate—Our social evening proved a great success.
Our circles are well attended, ana always conducted by a
good medium. Mr. Ebbs and Mr. Rowe occupied our plat
form on Sunday last—J. Humphrey.
South London .Spiritualists’ Mission, Surrey Masonic
Hall, Camberwell New-road, S.E.-^On Sunday next, at
II a.m., public circle; at 3 p.m., children’s Lyceum ; at
6.30 p.m., W. E. Long: at 8 p.m., members’ general assembly,
when all candidates tor election must attend.
Edmonton Spiritualist Society.—On Sunday last, in
the absence of Mix Barrell, we were favoured with an inter
esting address by Mr. Dailey’s control, upon 'Does Man
Survive the Death of the Body 1 ’ Next Sunday, at 7 p.m.,
Mr. Savage, address.—A. G. Dalley, Cor. Sec.
2, Ford’s Park-road, Canning Town, London, E.—On
Sunday last Mr. Bell gave an address on ‘The Real and the
Ideal.’ Several questions were asked at the close. Sunday
next, Messrs. Adams and Boddington, on ‘Salvation.’
‘ Light ’ is on sale at all our meetings.—D. J. Davis, Sec.
Spiritualists’ Lecture Rooms, 73, Becklow - road,
Shepherd’s Bush, W.—On Sunday last Mr. Bradley con
ducted our service, his control giving an excellent address on
‘ Be not deceived: God is not mocked; whatsoever a man
sows, that also shall he reap,’ followed by excellent psychometiy. Next Sunday, at 7 p.m., Mr. P. A. Smyth.—M. E.
Chaplin, Sec.
Hackney Society of Spiritualists, Manor Rooms,
Kknmure-road, Mare-street, N.E.—On Sunday evening
last the guides of Mrs. Hillier gave an able address, also
clairvoyant descriptions, nearly all of which were recognised,
followed by psychoinetry. On Sunday next, at 6.45 p.m.,
Mr. Walker, of Edmonton, trance address and clairvoyance.
—H. Brooks, Sec.
Anti-Vivisection Hospital Fund.—We are requested to
announce that a musical entertainment and sale of work
will take place at Chelsea Town Hall. King’s-road. Chelsea,
on Tuesday, 15th inst., in aid of this land. MisB Genevieve
Ward, Miss Ellen Bowick, and other artistes have kindly
consented to give their services. There will also be conjuring
and palmistry. Doors open at 2 p.m.—Miss Taunton.
33, Grove-lane, Camberwell, S.E.—On Sunday last a
short address on ‘ Methods of Communication ’ was given by
Mr. Funnell, and some interesting specimens of automatic
writing were exhibited. Mrs. Holgate was controlled by a
former co-worker, a minister of the Gospel, who expressed his
aprrow at the erroneous teachings of orthodoxy in contrast
with the newer spiritual light he had since received.—H.F.F.

Welcome Hall, 218, Jubilee-street, Mile End, E—On
Sunday last Mr. J. T. Dales gave an address on ‘ The Planets,’
showing their influence on persons, characters, and disposi
tions through the twelve signs of the Zodiac. The adareHs
was highly appreciated by the audience. On Sunday next,
at 6.30 p.m., Miss Marsh, clairvoyance and psychometry.
Every Thursday, at 8 p.m, a public seance will be held.—E.
Flint, Sec.
North London Spiritualists’ Society, 14, Stroud
Green-road, Finsbury Park.—On Sunday last the subject
of ‘Ideal Suggestion’ was dealt with by Messrs. Brooks,
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Jones, and Emms and ably summed up by Mrs. Jo
under influence. Healing by Mrs. Emms, also under contM1
and clairvoyance by Miss ((instance. On Sunday next
11.30 a.m. and 7 p.m. Tuesday, at 7.30 p.m., members’ socili
Wednesday, at 8 p.m., circle, for members only.—J.B.
a*
Cardiff Society of Spiritualists, St. .John’s Hall.On Sunday last a good address was given by the guid0 S
Mr. George Harris upon ‘ Sowing and lieaping,’ in which the
perfect analogy which exists between the physical and
spiritual realms, in the matter of reaping results which aro
the appropriate and inevitable outcome of that which hus
been sown, was clearly presented. Next Sunday, at 11 a.m.
Mr. George H. Ribbings, ‘Lest We Forget’; at 6.30 p.ni’
‘A Bloodless Revolution.’—E.A.
East London Spiritualists’ Association (formerly
Stratford Society of Spiritualists), Workman’s Hall, West
Ham-lane, E.—Despite the inclement weather on Sunday
last, our hall was filled to welcome Messrs. Whyte and
Peters. Mr. Whyte’s subject was, ‘ Spiritualism : What Gow!
will it do for Humanity P and was dealt with in his usual
earnest and eloquent manner. Mr. Peters’ clairvoyance was
exceptionally clear, every description being recognised.
Next Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. Whyte and Mr. Peters; Mm.
Glendinning and Madame Cope have kindly promised to
sing. ‘Light’ can be obtained by applying to the hon.
sec., Mr. McCallum, after any of our meetings.—Thomas
McCallum.
Battersea Park-road, Temperance Hall, Doddingtongrove.—In the regrettable absence of Mr. Allan Fisher, who
promised to be with us, Mr. Robinson, of Hackney, gave a
practical example of healing power. Some of our budding
clairvoyants were considerably surprised to see the magnetic
aura, like a luminous haze, spread over the patient during
treatment. Mr. Adams dealt with the recent Warrington
debate.
Mr. TI. Boddington read various extracts from
‘ Light,’ and commented thereon. Mr. Wyndoe also gave a
brief address. Next Sunday, at 7 p.m., Mr. and Mrs. Clegg.
Thursdays, at 7 p.m., choir practice; at 8 p.m., developing
class. For the Mowing weeks we have a good array of
speakers : Mr. Peters, Mrs. Russell Davies, Mr. Swindlehurst,
Mrs Place, and ‘ Evangel ’ will be with us in the order given.
-H.B.
Cavendish Rooms, 51, Mortimer-street, W.—There was
a good attendance at these rooms on Sunday evening last,
when the inspirers of Mr. J. J. Moi’se were heard to excep
tional advantage in dealing with the modus operandi of the
phenomena of slate writing and materialisation. The utter
ances of ‘ Tien ’ always command the interested attention of
his hearers; but we have never listened to a more intensely
interesting discourse than that of last Sunday. The presen
tation of such matters before a public audience must always
be a difficult task, but the consummate ability, knowledge,
and power of resource manifested by ‘ Tien ’ upon this
occasion enabled even the ‘ casual inquirer ’ to understand
many, if not all, of the matters dealt with. To the Spirit
ualist this discourse was of immense value. Prior to the
address Mr. Morse read a short poem. Next Sunday, at
7 p.m., Miss MacCreadie, short address, followed by clair
voyance; solo, Miss Samuel; violin obligato, Miss Fletcher.
-L.H.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
(LTnitiation.’ Paris: Chamuel, 5, Rue de Savoie. Price lfr.
‘The English Mechanic and World of Science,’ for February,
London: 332, Strand, W.C.
‘The Lyceum Banner,’ for February. London : J.J.Moi’se,
26, Osnaburg-street, N.W. Price Id. monthly.
‘Il Mondo Secreto,’ No. 1. Gennaio, 1898. Giuliano Krennnerz,
Presso ErricoCas, Viale Principessa Elena, N 17, Naples.
Prezzo del fascicolo lira una.
‘ Mind,’for February. Among the contents are: ‘Psychology
and Physiology ’: ‘ Is there a Fourth Dimension I ’ ‘ I’ood
for Mind and Body ’; ‘ Has Spiritualism a Future P ‘The
Good in Hypnotism ’; <kc. New York, U.S.A.: The
Alliance Publishing Co., 19 and 21, West 31st-street.
Price 1b.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

‘ F.A.B.’—No room for insertion in this week’s issue.
‘A.B.’—Your communication is valuable, and shall have our
early attention. Thanks.
‘ E.W.B.’—We are very reluctant to open a discussion on the
question of which you write.
Bloomsbury and Vicinity.—‘ Light ’ may always be ob
tained of Mackenzie <fc Co., 81, Endell-street, Shaitc^bu1’)’
avenue.

The Subscription to ‘ LIGHT ’ is 10s. 10d, per annu|11>
post free to any part of the world,
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‘LIGHT’ SUSTENTATION FUND.

iii

RESEARCHES IN THE PHENOMENA
OF SPIRITUALISM.

Friends who contemplate contributing to this fund will
By SIR WILLIAM CROOKES, F.R.S.
oblige by forwarding their remittances to the Treasurer, Mr.
I Embodying
the following Treatises reprinted from the ‘Quarterly
Ji. Withall, Gravel-lane, Southwark, London, S.E. Chequ
Journal of Science.’
may ho crossed ‘ London Joint Stock Bank.’ The followi ng
Contents : Spiritualism Viewed in the Light of Modern Science;
Experimental Investigation of a New Force, some further experi
contributions are gratefully acknowledged
ments on Psychic Force. With sixteen Illustrations and Diagrams,
£ s. d.
proving beyond all doubt the reality of the Phenomena.
50 0 0
E. H. Bentall....................................................
‘Psychic Force and Modern Spiritualism.* A reply to the ‘Quarterly
Review ’ and other critics, to which is added Correspondence upon
‘ A Friend ’ ............... 20 0 0
Dr. Carpenter’s asserted Refutation of the Author's Experimental
10 0 0
‘ A Subscriber ’
...........
Proof of the Existence of a hitherto Undetected Force, with two
Illustrations.
N. Fabyan Dawe
............ 10 0 0
‘ Notes of an Inquiry into the Phenomena called Spiritual, during the
James Mylne (Bengal)
.........
7 0 0
years 1870-3.’ To which are added three letters, entitled ‘ Miss
■F. G. S.’
...............
5 5 0
Florence Cook’s Mediumship,’ ‘ Spirit-forms,’ and ‘ The Last of
“ Katie King ” ’; the photographing of ‘ Katie King ’ by the aid of
Mrs. Carlton Tufnell
5 0 0
the Electric Light. With sixteen Illustrations of appliances for
‘F.S.A.’
...............
3 3 0
the scientific demonstration of the genuineness of the Phenomena,
including Portiait of Mr. D.D. Home holding the accordion under
Mrs. Stanhope Speer
.........
3 3 0
the table while it was being played on by the agency.
W. Fowler
............
3 3 0
Large 8vo, handsome ornamented cloth, gilt, os. 4d. post free.
Miss Ponder......................................................
3 3 0
Office of ‘Light,’ 110, St. Martin's Lane, W.C.
Mrs. Lang Elder
............
2 2 0
2 2 0
C. Y. L................
2 2 0
•F.I.I.’
......................................................
‘The Coming Day’ (John Page Hopps’
JL Monthly): for the advocacy of the Religion of Humanity, based
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Browne
......
2 2 0
on the permanent foundations of the Fatherhood of God and the Brother
R. G. Bennett......................................................
2 2 0
hood of Man. Price 3d.—London : Williams & Norgate, Henrietta-street,
Lady Butt
...............
Oovent Garden. One copy will be regularly sent to any address for
2 2 0
3s. 6d. a year.
G. Pearce Serocokl.............................
2 2 0
‘ Cosmopolitan ’
.........................................
2 2 0
‘philosophical Journal;’ founded in 1865.
Mrs. Mackinnon
............
2 0 0
1 Devoted to Spiritual Philosophy and Phenomena, Rational
Rev. Maxwell H. Close
............................
2 0 0
Religion and Psychical Research. Thomas G. Newman. Editor and
Publisher. Terms. 6s. 6d. a year, post paid to any part of the world.—
2 0 0
Mrs. Russell ...............
Station B., San Francisco, Cal., U.S.A. English Agent: J. J. Morse,
Mrs. Rudd
......................................................
2 0 0
26, Osnaburgh-street, Euston-road, London, N.W.
Arthur Holden
.........................................
2 0 0
J. J. Bodmer ...............
1 18 6
‘ The Two Worlds: ’ the People’s popular
JL Penny Spiritual paper. Edited by E. W. Wallis. Sent post free
George Wyld, M.D.............
1 10 0
to
new readers for twenty-four weeks for 2s. 6d. The ‘ Two Worlds ’ is
Rev. J. Page Hopps.........................................
1 1 0
devoted to the phenomena and philosophy of Spiritualism. It con
Miss Woodcock
............................
1 1 0
tains a complete chronicle of the. movement in Great Britain, and has an
able staff of contributors. Specimen copies l.jd., post free. Published
H. F. Martindale
............
1 1 0
at 18, Corporation-street, Manchester. Sold at Spiritualists’ meetings,
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